
Pearl Harbor Webquest      Name_________________________________________ 
Period_____________      Due Date______________________________________ 
 

1.  Pearl Harbor Lead Up CLICK HERE 
a. What was the Tripartie Pact? 

b. Why did America and the United Kingdom cut off the supply of oil to Japan? 

c. When did the training for the Pearl Harbor attack begin? 

d. What message did American Intelligence intercept and what was done with that information? 

2. Japan Chooses War CLICK HERE 

a. According to Admiral Yamamoto, how long could Japan survive? 

b. What question did the junior officer have for Admiral Yamamoto? 

c. Why do you think Admiral Yamamoto paused before answering the junior officer? 

3. Japanese Preparation CLICK HERE 

a. What targets did the Japanese successfully photograph during their preparation? 

b. How did the Japanese modify their torpedoes for use in the shallow waters of Pearl Harbor? 

c. How did the Japanese try to confuse the American Navy about possible locations for the attack? 

d. According to Admiral Yamamoto, what would a brilliant man do? 

https://visitpearlharbor.org/lead-pearl-harbor/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TgTnONzUyg&index=5&list=PLqk0GIwZD0AoPXEl0KXXHS5olqEKr_Wcy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kFRh98H3xA&index=1&list=PLqk0GIwZD0AoPXEl0KXXHS5olqEKr_Wcy


4. Warnings CLICK HERE 

a. What does the Japanese pilot say to his father in his letter? 

b. Why was the radar contact with the Japanese fighters ignored? 

c. Why wasn’t the fact we sunk a Japanese submarine attempting to enter Pearl Harbor communicated before the attack? 

d. What were the Japanese Ambassadors in Washington instructed to do? 

5. Attack CLICK HERE 

a. Give a specific example from the clip that proves the attack was a total surprise. 

b. Describe the reaction of the sailors. 

c. What did the Japanese pilots do to the American sailors who were swimming for their lives? 

6. The U.S.S. Arizona CLICK HERE 

a. Why didn’t the sailor stop peeling the potatoes during the attack? 

b. How did the Japanese sink the Battleship Arizona with only one bomb? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hs_zS97Hck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMrrflkfyns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RebMpyuYtHI&index=2&list=PLqk0GIwZD0AoPXEl0KXXHS5olqEKr_Wcy


7. Survivors Remember CLICK HERE 

a. How did the survivors describe the sky as the attack was taking place? 

b. What are two things that happened to the men that jumped into the water as their ships were being bombed? 

c. As they look back 75 years later, what emotions are these Pearl Harbor vets feeling? 

8. FDR Speaks to Congress CLICK HERE 

a. What name does FDR give to December 7th, 1941? 

b. How do we know that the attack was planned many days or weeks ago? 

c. According to Roosevelt, what were we doing 1 hour after the attack on the Hawaiian Islands commenced? 

d. What are at least 3 other places Japan attacked that day? 

e. What does President Roosevelt ask of Congress? 

f. How do you know Congress agreed with what the President was proposing? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8g98ZhAUZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTjFrL3AROs


9. Aftermath of Pearl Harbor CLICK HERE 

a. What did Japanese Admiral Yamamoto say about the Pearl Harbor attack? 

b. According to the video, what are 3 things that changed about America after the attack on Pearl Harbor? 

   

   

    

10. Japanese Internment CLICK HERE 

a. What did the police confiscate from the Korematsu family? 

b. How did Fred Korematsu change his appearance? 

c. What could people take to the camps? 

d. What could the Japanese Americans take to the camps? 

e. What happened to the property that the Japanese Americans left behind? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4bslzEFpy0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnuPT_vjikM

